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SIATE CONFERENCE 

 ”Community Empowerment through Entrepreneurship Education” 
September 29th 2022 

Casa Internazionale delle Donne 
1. SIATE PROJECT 
9.30     Registration 
10.05  Intro, Welcome, Agenda, presentations - Sergio Pelliccioni (Archivio della Memoria) Italy 
10.10  The Siate Project and learning from the previous conferences - Pernille Skov Sørensen    
             (VUC STORSTROM) Denmark 
10.15  ENTNET, the Siate Network - Jan Evensen (Fonix) Norway 
10.20   The SIATE Analysis results - Bernd Remmele (Pädagogische Hochschule Freiburg) Germany 
10.25   Entrepreneurship Education in EU - Alan Bruce (Universal Learning System) Ireland 
 

2. ENTREPRENEURIAL EDUCATION SESSION 
10.30   The history of the “Casa delle Donne”, feminists, revolutionaries, entrepreneurs,  
             Loretta Bondì (Casa Internazionale delle Donne)  
10.50  Community Empowerment and Social Economy, experiences and best practices on  
             entrepreneurship from the south of Italy, Patrizia Bertoni,  (Forum)   
11.10  Libere Nantes, Social Enterprise and Sport - Francesco Gentile and the football team 
11.30  Coffee break 
11.50  Social innovation and community engagement - Chiara Missikoff  (Luiss University) 
12.10   Stories of rural enterprises, Giacomo Lepri - (Cooperativa Coraggio) 
12.30   Supporting disadvantaged people through the creation of  start-ups – Dario Poligioni 
(Next)  
 

3. WORKSHOP SESSION  
12.50  Intro to the workshop mapping processes, short talk with - Marco Serra  
13.10  Lunch @ Casa delle Donne 
14.30 (Mapping Workshop) by Marco Serra will support the 3 groups in the development    
           of the following thematics 
 
Group 1 (from 1 to 15) “Basic Skills in EE” to support brittleness and marginalization 
Short intro to Regina Coeli Jail, for inspiration…  
 
Group 2 (from 16 to 30) “The mix of Matching, Skills and Counseling in EE”  
Short intro to the Permacultural garden, for inspiration…  
 
Group 3 (from 31 to 45) “Entrepreneurship elements, impact, conditions, passion, spirit”   
Short intro to Casa delle donne restaurant, for inspiration…   
 
16.00 Conclusions by Olaf Bruns and the speakers 
16.30 Closing  
 
 
 
 



   
 Sergio Pelliccioni  

Archivio della Memoria 
ITALY 
 
Introduction and welcome  

 Olaf Bruns is a Brussels-based freelance 
journalist. A former Deputy Head of the 
Brussels office of the international TV news 
broadcaster Euronews, he now writes, 
amongst others, for the European Green 
Journal and the  Progressive Post.  

 

Pernille Skov Sørensen  
VUC STORSTROM 
DENMARK 
 

The Siate Project  

Jan Evensen  
Fonix 
NORWAY 
 

The ENTNET Siate Network 

 Bernd Remmele 
Pädagogische Hochschule Freiburg 
GERMANY 
 

SIATE Analysis results 

 Alan Bruce 
Universal Learning System 
IRELAND 
 

Entrepreneurship Education in EU 
 Loretta Bondì 

Casa delle Donne 
board of directors of the House and 
director of Be-Free's international projects. 

The story of an open and shared space born from the 
Roman Feminist Movement. A laboratory where gender 
policy, international reception, the promotion of rights, 
culture, "knowledge" and experiences produced by and for 
women are combined. 

 Patrizia Bertoni, Terzo settore 
Training manager for the Forum of the 
Third Sector - Training path for 
communities in Southern Italy 'Fqts - 
Training of Third Sector Managers 

Community Empowerment and Social Economy 
Working on community empowerment processes and the 
awareness of a community to be able to self-determine, 
thus, to design and realize its own future and generate a 
multidimensional impact for the area. 

 Francesco Gentili, Expert in 'Management 
of social, non-profit and cooperative 
enterprises', he deals with research, 
finance and sustainable development for 
the Third Sector Forum.  

Play as a universal dimension of human growth, sport as a 
means of encounter and mutual development and a 
facilitating workshop for learning. 
 

 Chiara Missikof is a social researcher and 
facilitator at Sociolab, a multidisciplinary 
research center based in Florence. 
Experienced in action-research and 
community engagement, she has mainly 
focused her work on urban regeneration, 
gender issues and social inclusion.  

Social innovation practices that develop "inclusive learning 
contexts", i.e. processes of social cohesion induced by the 
management of spaces for the development of educational 
services conducted through experimental place based 
approaches. 
 

 Giacomo Lepri, President, coordinator and 
spokesperson of the Agricultural 
Cooperative Co.r.ag.gio, which manages 
the 22 hectares of public land of the 
Borghetto San Carlo Agricultural Park, for 
Roma Capitale. 

The experience of the Coraggio Agricultural Cooperative. 
From abandoned public lands to young entrepreneur 
farmers to multifunctional agriculture, through training, 
environmental education and reaching the 22 hectares of 
Borghetto San Carlo. 

 Dario Poligioni, NeXt - New Economy for 
All. Social promotion association that 
promotes and creates a new economy: 
civil, participatory and sustainable.  

Next and the 'Preparing for the Future' project. A training 
course on the themes of the new economy, accompanying 
the experimentation of entrepreneurial projects and ideas, 
rediscovering the centrality of the territory and its needs. 

 Marco Serra 
Visual Practitioner, sociologist of work and 
organization, trainer and facilitator of 
learning, communication and 
organizational processes. 

(Mapping Workshop) will support the 3 groups in the 
development of the following thematics 
“Basic Skills in EE”, “The mix of Matching, Skills and 
Counseling in EE”, “Entrepreneurship elements, impact, 
conditions, passion, spirit”. 

 

https://www.euronews.com/
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/
https://www.greeneuropeanjournal.eu/
https://progressivepost.eu/the-magazine/publications

